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This is report is based on the following assessment results:
 Cognitive Process Profile (CPP)
 Value Orientations (VO)
 Motivational Profile (MP)

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
NAME OF CANDIDATE

Alex Sample
PURPOSE OF ASSESSMENT / ROLE

Development / Branch Manager
REPORT NUMBER

ICR-10745
REPORT DATE

2018-03-19
VALIDITY PERIOD

This report is valid for 12 months

SECTION 1

Introduction
Cognadev integrated reports
Cognadev integrated reports are generated using an automated report integration system.
The assessments that are required for the report to be generated are:

Cognitive Process Profile (CPP)
The optional assessments that can be added to the report are:

Value Orientations (VO)

Motivational Profile (MP)

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)

Fifteen Factor Questionnaire Plus (15FQ+)

Giotto

Belbin Team Role

Emotional Quotient Inventory 2.0 (EQ-i 2.0)

Occupational Personality Questionnaire (OPQ)

Hogan Personality Inventory (HPI)

Hogan Development Survey (HDS)

Motives, Values, Preferences Inventory (MVPI)

Wave™ Professional Styles / Focus Styles

Independent competency scoring (360 / Interview / CV)

About this report
This report can be used for:

talent auditing

job and organisational structuring

selection and placement

the identification of potential

diversity management

capacity building

succession planning and career pathing

personal and group development

intellectual capital management
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SECTION 2

Assessments used
This report compares the candidate to an SST work environment. Candidate’s reports generated compared to
different job requirements (SST / RO environment) should not be compared to each other.

Candidate / work environment information
Candidate’s name

Alex Sample

SST / RO Environment

Tactical strategy

Role

Branch Manager

Description of the assessments used
Assessment

Cognitive Process
Profile

Value Orientations

Motivational Profile

Description

Date

The CPP explores how an individual navigates through unfamiliar
environments. It measures strategic capability (current and potential
'levels of work'), thinking styles and processes, learning potential, units
of complexity.

2001-12-06
18133

The VO describes valuing systems. It measures motivational drivers
that shape an individual's worldviews, perceptions, attitudes and
behaviours.

2017-02-07
18105

It assesses motivational drivers in terms of lift script, self-insight,
energy themes, defence mechanisms, self-representation, motivation,
EQ skills, and self-application in life, work and relationships contexts.

2017-02-07
03159

*Note: Many of the test names and icons are registered trademarks and have been copyrighted by the respective test developers or
distributors. They are used in this report as part of fair use and would like to acknowledge their respective trademarks and copyrights
with this message rather than throughout the report. We do not intend to infringe on any copyright or trademark.
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SECTION 3

Summary of SST / RO environment
There are five work environments that focus mainly on general cognitive requirements of a role. A candidate’s
results are contextualised according to the requirements of a selected work environment when generating the
report.

Tactical strategy
 A time frame of approximately 1 to 2 / 3 years
 First level of organisational improvement
 Middle and senior management, senior specialist
and professional roles in the organisation
 Manage direct operating systems
 Evaluate practices and systems to identify and coordinate optimal methods
 Consider alternative routes to maximise the goal
achievement of the functional unit
 Find paths that satisfy the short-term requirements
yet pave the way for long-term solutions
 Predict future decisions that would have to be taken,
should a particular route be followed
 Consider alternative options if difficulties are
encountered (pre-planned alternative paths)
 Resource allocation and budgeting to meet targets
 Translate the whole process into a goal-directed plan
 Language usage is symbolic (consumables,
equipment, resources)

Specific competency requirements
The standard developmental competencies that are used for comparison are: Inspirational leadership, Innovation,
Confidence, Results orientation, Customer service orientation, People development, Compliance and risk awareness,
Visionary and strategic, Learning orientation, Judgement and decision-making, Analytical approach, Integrity, Networking
and relationship building. The competencies are defined in the results section, where the candidate's scores can also be
found.
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SECTION 4

Summary of Alex's Cognitive Process Profile results
Introduction and theory
The CPP measures a person’s cognitive preferences and capabilities and the results are linked to the Stratified Systems
Theory (SST), also referred to as the Requisite Organisations (RO) model. The CPP does not measure IQ, knowledge or
skills. In the image below, the complexity of work can primarily be described in terms of operational and strategic
requirements. Operational environments (on the left) are characterised by detail, structure, order and certainty. Strategic
environments (on the right) tend to focus on ideas, chaos and uncertainty. These two types of environments overlap and
can be subdivided into five distinct work environments: Pure Operational, Diagnostic Accumulation, Tactical Strategy,
Parallel Processing and Pure Strategic.
These work environments differ in terms of the quantitative (amount of complexity) and qualitative (types of information
processing) required. The results indicate the best work environment that suits a person’s cognitive preferences,
capabilities and potential. Both a current and a potential work environment may be indicated. The person’s cognitive
development areas may need to be addressed to meet the requirements of a potential work environment.

Current and potential work environment
Parallel Processing
Alex's cognitive profile currently appears to best match the
requirements of the Parallel Processing work
environments. This means that he shows the necessary
cognitive capability and skill to manage complex, vague,
interactive and dynamic systems within a three to five year
time frame. Parallel Processing work may involve the
formulation of broad strategy, integration of broad strategy
with operational strategy, conceptualisation and modelling of
business processes, integration of value chains
incorporating internal and external factors, organisational
transformation initiatives and the development of new
functionalities. These functions are all aimed at ensuring
organisational viability. Executive roles involving the
coordination of various functional units and chief specialist
roles may be involved.
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Cognitive style and approach to unfamiliar information
REFLECTIVE

HOLISTIC

LOGICAL

INTEGRATIVE

Alex seems to carefully consider information and take time to check his facts and
conclusions. This is indicative of a Reflective approach to information processing.

Alex tends to use a Holistic approach. He is likely to look at the big picture as well as
integrate and generalise information in terms of certain relevant detailed elements.

He seems to apply a rigorous, Logical approach to problem solving, which involves the
following through of rule-based, factual arguments to find solutions and identify
consequences and implications.
Alex is inclined to deal with cognitive challenges in an Integrative manner by meaningfully
interpreting incoming information, synthesising discrepant information and conceptualising
coherent information structures.

Learning potential
Alex shows an above average to high level of learning potential.
Alex has a well-developed repertoire of cognitive skills and these are likely to serve as a basis for acquiring new skills.

Noteworthy findings based on Alex's CPP results






Alex shows a high level of intellectual functioning.
According to his profile, Alex is likely to be able to work in relatively structured or unstructured environments.
He obtained a significantly higher score on quick insight than on speed. This indicates that Alex can probably, without
affecting his performance, work at a faster rate and with greater boldness.
He seems to have equally well-developed skills regarding both the analysis (subdivision) and integration (synthesis) of
information.
Alex's results show that he may benefit greatly from applying more effective memory strategies as this will improve the
information he can retain.
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Processing competencies (compared to Tactical strategy)
Use of Memory
The extent of reliance on memory and concentration on tasks

Analysis
The degree of detail and precision used in differentiating between and linking
elements

Logical reasoning
The preference for disciplined follow through of reasoning processes

Verbal conceptualisation
The amount of creative verbalisation, conceptualisation and the use of
abstractions

Complexity
The preferred level of complexity and unit of information used

Judgement
The extent of using of intuitive insights to clarify unstructured and vague
information

Quick Insight Learning
The tendency to grasp new concepts and acquire knowledge and understanding
relatively quickly
*Note: 5 can be interpreted as meeting the requirements, 1 does not meet the requirements and 9 exceeds the requirements of the
work environment selected.
*Note: Only reports that have been compared to the same environment can be used to compare individuals.
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SECTION 5

Summary of Alex's Value Orientation results
This section is a summary and automated interpretation of the full VO report. Cognadev can provide the full VO
report to people accredited to interpret the results.

Introduction and theory
The VO measures acceptance and rejection of particular valuing systems or worldviews. Value orientations can be
likened to complex belief systems, specifically about what is desirable, or good, beautiful and important in life and
what is not. These represent core intelligences, ways of perceiving the world and decision-making frameworks that
guide a person’s thinking, emotion and behaviour in different contexts. Although not necessarily consciously
chosen, a value orientation acts as an organising principle according to which a person adapts to the world. Due to
psychological and environmental factors, value orientations may gradually change and develop during a person’s
lifetime.
The VO is based on the Spiral Dynamics model of Graves, as reported on by Beck and Cowan. It also incorporates
Wilber's AQAL model, May's Whirl model, Myss's work on the structures of consciousness reflected by various
spiritual traditions, Kohlberg's work on moral development and other consciousness theorists such as Loevinger,
Gebser, Perry and Piaget. All the above models essentially reflect the same theoretical structure and can be
arranged into a spiral and can be seen in the image below.

 Existential philosophical orientation
 Conscious and aware
 Sees everything as interconnected
 Collective awareness
 Prefers a simple life
 Pursues non-attachment
May seem other-worldly







Lives life fully and responsibly
Strong learning orientation
Seeks new experiences
Pragmatic and functional approach
Communicates simplicity after considering
complexity
 Individualistic and values freedom of choice
May seem uncommitted, unemotional or disinterested

 Open-minded, relativistic and compassionate
 People-orientated and relationship building
 May be theoretically and scientifically orientated
 Promotes interpersonal harmony and acceptance
 Seeks consensus and reconciliation
Can be relativistic in decision-making

 Focused on creating value and prosperity
 Independent-minded, autonomous
 Seeks and spots opportunities
 Generates alternative strategies or narratives
 Risk-taking
 Takes and expects accountability
Can be opportunistic or manipulative

 Values purpose, truth and quality
 Conformist and committed
 Seeks stability, certainty and creates structure
 Supports status quo
 Values tradition and the tried-and-tested
 Loyal to organisations or institutions
May come across as somewhat inflexible

 Wilful and shows a need for excitement and challenge
 Assertive and determined
 Seeks sensory gratification
 Action-orientated, goal-directed and effective
 Prepared to fight for limited resources
 Seeks respect and recognition
Can be fearful, impulsive and egocentric

 Strong family and team alliances
 Emphasis on in-group versus out-group membership
 Likes ritual, community or group celebrations
 Often ethnocentric, religious and loyal
 Personal identity linked to group identity
 Values authority, tradition and respect
May be dependent on other people or a group –
can be self-sacrificial

Individualistic
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Accepted value orientations
Alex accepted the following value orientations. This means that he is likely to follow this approach and may not necessarily
recognise the negative aspects of the value orientation.

Characteristics of the Orange value orientation
Those who accept the Orange value orientation are
typically perceived as:
Innovative, entrepreneurial, achievement driven
Individualistic and future oriented
Focused on personal performance and people's
perceptions
May be strategic and risk-taking

Those who reject the Orange value orientation may
perceive it as:
Possibly uncommitted to group goals
Egocentric, wilful or arrogant
Politically inclined and manipulative
Careless or superficial at times
Competitive

Characteristics of the Yellow value orientation
Those who accept the Yellow value orientation are typically
perceived as:
Being flexible, open, individualistic, responsible
Balancing past-present-future considerations
Focused on pragmatic-functional solutions
Applying an integrative approach
An adaptable, contextualised orientation

Those who reject the Yellow value orientation may
perceive it as:
Somewhat emotionally withdrawn
Simplistic
Uncommitted, uninvolved and inconsistent
Critical and changeable
Lack of involvement and commitment

Rejected value orientations
Alex rejected the following value orientations. He is not likely to endorse this approach and may not appreciate this
behaviour from others.

Characteristics of the Purple value orientation
Those who accept the Purple value orientation are typically
perceived as:
Preferring a traditional culture
Being religious, superstitious or spiritual
Focused on group responsibility / team cohesion
Pursuing ingroup belonging, security and protection

Those who reject the Purple value orientation may
perceive it as:
Dependent on others
Displaying groupthink
Avoiding taking personal responsibility
Rigid and inflexible (close-minded)
Family orientated / nepotistic

Interpretation
Alex shows the tendency to embrace life in its (often chaotic) richness and diversity. He displays an awareness and
appreciation for natural flows and processes, and adopts a holistic view of life, with special emphasis on abundance and
opportunity. Although he approaches the world primarily from a practical-intellectual point of view, he is prepared to
manipulate the said "abundance" of resources in order to create "the good life". These individuals are highly adaptable to
different opportunities and normally display extreme emotionally resilience.
Alex probably has the capacity to accommodate for large scale disorder, complexity, diversity and change. He tends to
be open, flexible and functional in his approach to life - in fact, life is seen as a process of creating opportunities and
functionality. Learning is therefore considered to be intrinsically rewarding, and he tends to seek out different layers of
meaning and devise new pathways. These insights may, at times, be put to good use when "playing the game" or
manipulating the world in a self-reliant way. Given their understanding of how big systems function, these individuals
would rather leverage small actions (that may have far-reaching effects) than rush in headlong. They tend to work in
subtle ways by, for example, manipulating perceptions. Although they may "play the game" to maximise gain, they
remain aware of personal responsibility. To them the world is a relative place and effectiveness can be optimised from a
variety of vantage points.
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People living by this combination of valuing systems are, in the first place, intrigued by the interactive universe. Learning
opportunities and personal satisfaction derived from doing what comes naturally, act as incentives in everyday life. In
addition to personal satisfaction, they also attach importance to some degree of personal success, status and even
material wealth. If the situation so requires, Alex could act strategically to maximise gain and may even enjoy the mere
act of "getting a piece of the action". These individuals embrace personal freedom provided this does not border on the
excesses of self-interest or encroach on others’ rights.
He does not exclusively identify with any in-group. In addition, Alex does not consider conformity to traditional ways as
important. He is also likely to reject superstitious and ritualistic behaviour.

Value competencies
Existential and philosophical
The tendency to show integrated functioning: high levels of awareness with
spiritual and philosophical interest, disinterest in corporate politics, materialistic
goals and status symbols

Integrative / learning approach
The extent of observation of system dynamics (appreciates interactivity,
integration, circularity, feedback, patterns), identifying leverage points, seeking
new experiences and learning

Relationship driven
The degree of relationship building and empathic approach showed combined
with awareness of, interest in and concern for the feelings and needs of others

Strategic orientation
The extent of resilience, flexibility and ability to reframe situations with an ideas
orientation, focus on value creation and win-win arrangements

Personal performance and drive
The amount of focus directed on own functioning and achievement with a
preference for individualism, competitiveness, personal responsibility and being
independent-minded

Action and results orientation
The degree of focus on being direct, active, task / delivery focused with a
preference for having work ethic, high energy levels and a no-nonsense
orientation

Stability and conformity
The tendency to prefer structured environments, a rule-based culture, a stable /
bureaucratic environment with clearly specified roles

Team / group orientation
The preference for a team / family orientation with loyalty and group identity with
a need for structure and clear leadership
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SECTION 6

Summary of Alex's Motivational Profile results
This section is a summary and automated interpretation of the full MP report. Cognadev can provide the full MP
report to people accredited to interpret the results.

Introduction and theory
The MP is based on a variety of theories and a description of each theory can be found in the full report. The MP uses a
card game and requires the person accept and reject certain metaphors in their life, work and relationships. The person
then rates their selected metaphors according to criteria.

Life script
The life script is a general theme that Alex is likely to apply in his life, work and relationships. Alex's results indicated that
he preferred the Principled life script. This predisposition indicates that Alex is likely to have a well-developed sense of
identity and tends to remain loyal to his convictions and principles. This is likely to result in him being consistent in his
behaviour, have clear ideas on what is right and wrong and have courage to implement these principles even under
stress. Alex will probably be objective, pursue integrity, honesty and ethical behaviour, focus on important matters and
adhere to high personal standards. He may not always be flexible, but he can be expected to strive towards consistency
and reliability.

Approach to work
This section describes a person's motivation and current adaptation to their work environment. Alex appears to take a
methodical, structured and detailed approach to work but is likely to also be emotionally relaxed, composed and
adaptable. He may, however, be dissatisfied with his own control over, and effectiveness in the implementation of plans
and may prefer to follow rather than lead.

Dynamic personality patterns
This section describes a person's motivation and current adaptation to their work environment. The core driver of Alex's
behaviour appears to be a desire to achieve, impress and have a good overall image. This motivational pattern reflects
"The Performer" theme. He is likely to be competitive and work hard to obtain goals that he regards as important. Alex is
likely to believe that the world loves winners only and will probably put in effort to market himself well - focusing on
appearance, brand, success and image. Although not necessarily, this may appear somewhat superficial to others.
Despite this focus on achievement, he may come across as cool, confident, contained and is likely to be pragmatic about
feelings. He may also adopt the values and behaviours that are prized in the corporate world as this may assist him in
achieving more. He is likely to move into a leadership, high profile, advisory or professional role. Under extreme and
prolonged stress, he may become preoccupied with issues of personal adequacy, power, prestige, reputation or vanity. A
developmental area for Alex may be to connect with his inner reality as opposed to focusing on external criteria and
perceptions. This may assist him in developing greater depth, substance, honesty with himself and compassion for
others.
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All the dynamic personality patterns are briefly described in the image below. The nine types are split into types that
focus on action, thinking or feeling.

Self-awareness
Alex seems to be introspective and shows a high level of self-awareness. He does not deny his own characteristics but
seems to understand, accept and manage his strengths and weaknesses. His behaviour will rarely be extreme or
surprising and others may regard him as conscious, mature and integrated.

EQ strengths
EQ or emotional intelligence tends to focus on how effectively a person manages their emotions, both intrapersonally and
interpersonally.Intrapersonal EQ refers to a person's self - esteem, self - insight, self - management, energy and personal
resilience.Interpersonal EQ refers to the way in which a person deals with emotions within the context of their people
relationships and involves empathy, influence and management of others.
Alex's most apparent EQ strength is resilience. Alex seems capable of dealing with adversity, uncertainty and ambiguity.
He is likely to show emotional fitness and balance, creativity, flexibility and open-mindedness. He will probably show the
necessary self-acceptance to be able to deal with the criticism and alternative views of others with openness rather than
with defensiveness and rigidity. His second most noticeable EQ strength is managing others. Alex may be able
understand other people, show interest in them and acknowledge their feelings. He may also be capable of positively
challenging and motivating others. In addition to this, he may show political awareness, may tend to take responsibility,
be goal-directed, results oriented, decisive and transparent in dealing with others. His third EQ strength is self-insight.
Alex can be expected to show self-awareness and may well be in touch with his own thoughts and feelings. He seems to
understand his own emotional strengths, developmental areas and behaviour patterns. He will probably learn from his
mistakes. The other EQ categories may not necessarily be underdeveloped, but simply less apparent in their behaviour.
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SECTION 7

Integration of results
Current work environment and values


Alex's cognitive profile currently seems best suited to the complexity requirements of Parallel Processing work
environments, which are characterised by strategic involvement aimed at organisational integration and sustainability. It
may also involve professional work in complex and vague domains of application. A well-developed theoretical
knowledgebase and management experience across functional units and contexts are also required. Given his Orange
value orientation, he is likely to embrace change, be strategically inclined and show skill in coming up with new
approaches and ideas. His overall aim is likely to create value for all involved. In addition, Alex may be visionary,
creative, personally resilient and show politically savvy. He may be skilled in influencing the perceptions of others, show
commercial awareness and be likely to capitalise on new technological offerings. Such a profile may well contribute to
identifying opportunities and adding value in Parallel Processing environments. The profile also suggests someone who
ensures performance and results. The flexible, interpersonally skilled and resilient approach that is usually associated
with the Orange value orientation may, however, be regarded by certain others / cultures as manipulative and insincere.
In addition, commercial aspirations may override social and environmental considerations, which may involve long-term
risks for the organisation.



Alex also seems to be able to take a integrative, learning approach that is associated with the Yellow value orientation,
thus continuously exploring issues to understand the dynamics involved and to identify leverage, contextualise issues
and show an individualistic / flexible approach.

Motivation, values and personality
Alex appears to maintain a good image, may strive to achieve and perform well and is ambitious and competitive and he
may achieve this goal by spotting opportunities and taking calculated risks. His approach will often be independent and
autonomous. Others may view him as being stable, principled and consistent, with a well-developed sense of morality.

Overall strengths and developmental areas
Relative to his own profile, Alex's overall results indicate that he may excel at work that requires a commercial orientation
and negotiation and conflict resolution. This is an indication that he may prefer and perform his best when completing
work that requires him to optimise business opportunities using strategies that are aimed at value creation, efficiency and
viability. This includes him having a competitive orientation and the experience and capability to understand business
and financial matters. He is also likely to work effectively when he needs to work with conflict by recognising and
understanding the nature of conflict. This includes the capacity to reframe conflict and guide the process of compromise
and negotiation to a resolution.
Alex's overall results indicate that he may not enjoy work or not excel at work that requires the ability to create
interpersonal trust and a team orientation, although this is relative to his own profile. This means that he may avoid or
underperform on tasks that require him to have interpersonal sensitivity and an appreciation for the interdependent
nature of human relationships, including an emphasis on creating trust by showing energy, consistency, empathy and
enthusiasm. He may also not be effective when work necessitates him to prefer working by relying on and supporting a
group, as well as collaborating with and coordinating individual contributions. This includes the interpersonal skill to
coordinate others to achieve complex work-related goals.
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SECTION 8

Alex's integrated competency analysis
Alex's results have been compared to the competency requirements of the following SST / RO work environment. This
section uses the results from the assessments to calculate an overall, integrated score. The specific assessment-related
scores are given to assist interpreting and identifying strengths and development areas, but the total score is the most
important one.

Key to interpreting the results
Colour

Interpretation

1

does not meet requirements

2

meets few of the requirements

3

meets the requirements

4

exceeds some of the requirements

5

exceeds the requirements

Complete selected competency results:

Inspirational leadership

Innovation

Confidence

Showing the required skill, confidence and

insight to exert social influence to
accomplish certain professional or

business goals by formulating tactical
strategies, by managing projects and by 
providing information and inspiration.

Applying an enterprising and original

approach to initiate change by exploring
and formulating new ideas and tactical 
strategies to continuously improve systems
functioning, professional application or 
business unit performance.


CPP


Understanding oneself, believing in own
capabilities and showing the willpower and
intention to achieve personal, professional

and business unit goals.

CPP



Results orientation

Customer service
orientation

People development
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An action orientation and commitment to 
the productivity, goal achievement and
value creation for a specific professional or
business unit, by capitalising on the diverse

behavioural skills of self and others.

Ensuring quality product and service

delivery by understanding the needs,
requirements and cultural characteristics of

the market, by building customer
relationships and by being responsive to 
customer or market feedback.

Directing, coordinating, training and
mentoring others to ensure continuous
personal development, productivity and
goal achievement, job satisfaction and
employee engagement.
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MP
VO
TOTAL
CPP
MP
VO
TOTAL

MP
VO
TOTAL
CPP
MP
VO
TOTAL
CPP
MP
VO
TOTAL



CPP



MP



VO



TOTAL
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Compliance and risk
awareness

Visionary and strategic

Learning orientation

Judgement and decisionmaking

Analytical approach

Integrity

Networking and
relationship building

Alertness to the potential impact of

operational and business risks, the creation
and disciplined implementation of

measures to prevent loss and adherence to
the necessary regulations, policies, control
systems and ethical standards.

The creation of clear tactical strategies for

business unit or professional value creation
based on the consideration of various

options and opportunities, as well as
forward, pro-active and big-picture thinking
to ensure the medium-term viability of the
functional unit.


CPP

The necessary curiosity, flexibility and self
awareness to acquire new insights, coping
strategies and understanding through

investigation, experimentation, application

and the integration of feedback within
management and professional contexts.

The confidence and capability to identify,

clarify, prioritise and contextualise vague
issues to inform business and professional
decisions in complex and unfamiliar
operational environments where different 
theoretical options may apply.

Applying a appropriately detailed,

technical-specialist, reasoning approach by
capitalising on previously acquired

knowledge and experience in implementing
tactical strategies and theoretical solutions
within functional units.

Pursuing moral and ethical awareness

through introspection, objectivity, bigpicture thinking, an internal locus of control,

the personal courage to act and having

internalised the necessary values to
support ethical business practices.


CPP

Showing the tendency to connect with
others and to express genuine interest,
interpersonal warmth, tact, diplomacy,
professionalism and respect.

Overall total of selected competencies

MP
VO
TOTAL
CPP
MP
VO
TOTAL

MP
VO
TOTAL
CPP
MP
VO
TOTAL
CPP
MP
VO
TOTAL
CPP
MP
VO
TOTAL



CPP



MP



VO



TOTAL



CPP



MP



VO



TOTAL

Please note: some competencies accuracy depend on qualifications, work experience and current performance. Psychometric
results can only indicate the potential to develop these competencies. A person’s 360 degree results should be used to
provide a more accurate indication of current performance and competence.

Report checked by:
(Professional’s name)
(Professional qualification)
(Date checked)
By signing the above, I acknowledge that I have checked the contents of the report and changed what results needed to be
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changed to accurately reflect the person’s results. I take responsibility for changing the results and / or leaving them
unchanged. I also acknowledge that while editing the report, I did not edit any of the disclaimer information or take
responsibility for doing so.
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SECTION 9

Tactical strategy definitions of selected competencies


Leadership applied at Tactical strategy



Inspirational leadership applied at Tactical strategy
 Showing the required skill, confidence and insight to exert social influence to accomplish certain professional or business goals by
formulating tactical strategies, by managing projects and by providing information and inspiration.



























comfortable with a management role
understand processes and systems
exercise decision-making power within a functional unit
position self and use authority appropriately
communicate a compelling vision for the functional unit
set the operational direction
show political awareness, skill and cultural sensitivity
show charisma, enthusiasm and energise others
build relationships and networks
create trust and show openness and listening skills
structure the environment for optimal functioning
communicate tactics, plans, purposes and reasons
manipulate perceptions and show political skills
model desirable traits
set high standards
monitor performance in a disciplined manner
show commitment to work-related goals
manage people and do resource allocation
allow others a sense of ownership
resolve conflict
spot opportunities for continuous systems improvement
apply a learning orientation
show an action orientation
foster a sense of urgency

Innovation applied at Tactical strategy
 Applying an enterprising and original approach to initiate change by exploring and formulating new ideas and tactical strategies to
continuously improve systems functioning, professional application or business unit performance.
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continuous critical evaluation of the effectiveness of systems and processes
benchmark and implement improved systems
reorganise operational structures and processes
change tactics in allocating resources
experiment in leveraging resources and people skills creatively
engage in benchmarking
apply an entrepreneurial and experimental approach
spot opportunities
show personal resilience and resourcefulness
show energy and optimism
identify and capitalise on untapped resources
show change awareness
use effective communication
ensure wide adoption of best practices
build a culture of improvement
reward creative contributions
challenge the status quo
show risk awareness
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monitor transition processes

Confidence applied at Tactical strategy
 Understanding oneself, believing in own capabilities and showing the willpower and intention to achieve personal, professional and
business unit goals.













driven by internal energy
show an internal locus of control
show personal ambition
competitive in capitalising on own skills
manipulate resources and perceptions
exercise decision-making power
comfortable in coping with crises
avoid defensiveness
tendency to take on a leadership role
take initiative
formulate creative alternatives



Management applied at Tactical strategy



Results orientation applied at Tactical strategy
 An action orientation and commitment to the productivity, goal achievement and value creation for a specific professional or business unit,
by capitalising on the diverse behavioural skills of self and others.



















show awareness of commercial considerations
manage projects
ensure results through planning, structuring, delegation, monitoring, measurement and feedback
ensure availability of resources
performance driven
goal directed
improve systems efficiencies
act decisive in high-stake situations, crises or uncertainties
show a risk awareness
set priorities
set high standards
communicate clearly
do damage control
ensure an economical approach
foster a sense of urgency
ensure high quality outputs

Customer service orientation applied at Tactical strategy
 Ensuring quality product and service delivery by understanding the needs, requirements and cultural characteristics of the market, by
building customer relationships and by being responsive to customer or market feedback.
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partner with clients and colleagues
understand customer needs
attentive and responsive to customer requests and needs
understand cultural differences in client base
proactively anticipate customer requirements
ensure competitiveness in delivery of products and services
ensure unexpected value-add to clients
act as an objective and trusted advisor
educate customers
take personal responsibility in ensuring customer service
remain technically up-to-date and well-informed
be brand conscious
continuously adapt according to customer feedback
develop standards of excellence
customise services and products
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create simplified and integrated delivery systems
show an end-user focus
remove barriers to customer services
ensure sustainable customer relationships
follow up on client satisfaction

People development applied at Tactical strategy
 Directing, coordinating, training and mentoring others to ensure continuous personal development, productivity and goal achievement, job
satisfaction and employee engagement.
























implement the principles of a learning environment
show a humanistic value orientation
identify, develop and retain key talent
specify training needs and developmental objectives
create developmental opportunities
ensure knowledge transfer
develop others via coaching and mentoring
share knowledge to empower others
implement performance appraisal systems
provide constructive feedback
be firm with poor performers
show sensitivity to emotional and cultural factors affecting performance
show wisdom
clearly express expectations
structure situations and monitor various contributions
allow space for emerging strategy and entrepreneurial ideas
show a participative management approach
be assertive
show emotional control, transparency and sincerity
explain the long-term consequences of decisions and behaviour
show awareness of equity issues

Compliance and risk awareness applied at Tactical strategy
 Alertness to the potential impact of operational and business risks, the creation and disciplined implementation of measures to prevent
loss and adherence to the necessary regulations, policies, control systems and ethical standards.














show risk awareness
ensure adequate health and safety measures
knowledgeable of applicable legislation
aware of regulatory frameworks
ensure quality and standards
protect brand and business reputation
show political awareness
show cultural sensitivity
accept accountability
honour commitments
show transparency
show business and work ethic



Decision-making applied at Tactical strategy



Visionary and strategic applied at Tactical strategy
 The creation of clear tactical strategies for business unit or professional value creation based on the consideration of various options and
opportunities, as well as forward, pro-active and big-picture thinking to ensure the medium-term viability of the functional unit.
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understand the organisational value proposition and broad strategy
capitalise on market trends and opportunities
communicate clear tactical strategies, plans and operational goals
develop alternative and creative tactics
plan and prioritise resource allocation
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consider implications of tactical strategies
leverage the organisation's resources strategically
counter key competitive threats in the business area
build functional capabilities
ensure the viability of the functional unit

Learning orientation applied at Tactical strategy
 The necessary curiosity, flexibility and self-awareness to acquire new insights, coping strategies and understanding through investigation,
experimentation, application and the integration of feedback within management and professional contexts.















pursue cognitive challenge
show interest and flexibility in thinking
experimental, investigative and explorative in approach
learn through theoretical exposure, experience and by teaching others
transfer theoretical principles to practical contexts
learn from performance feedback
driven by interest and internal locus of control
take responsibility for own learning
show metacognitive or self-awareness
apply a critical, evaluative and discerning approach
regard learning as a value
encourage learning in others

Judgement and decision-making applied at Tactical strategy
 The confidence and capability to identify, clarify, prioritise and contextualise vague issues to inform business and professional decisions in
complex and unfamiliar operational environments where different theoretical options may apply.
















decide on operational tactics of the functional unit
show awareness of own biases and assumptions
identify and clarify contextual fuzziness or vagueness
evaluate alternative tactical strategies in terms of appropriate criteria
pursue operational efficiency
remain goal directed
show flexibility and adaptability
make management decisions on resource allocation, budgets, procedures
evaluate and improve systems
plan change and discontinuation
monitor effectiveness of self, team and functional unit
learn from mistakes
continuously plan and evaluate issues

Analytical approach applied at Tactical strategy
 Applying a appropriately detailed, technical-specialist, reasoning approach by capitalising on previously acquired knowledge and
experience in implementing tactical strategies and theoretical solutions within functional units.










analyse systems
differentiate between systems components and their interactions
determine interrelationships and link various aspects
plan, control and measure as part of project management
apply a detailed, systematic and accurate approach
capitalise on technical specialist knowledge base
be specific in measuring degree of goal achievement
manage systems rigorously



Intrapersonal applied at Tactical strategy



Integrity applied at Tactical strategy
 Pursuing moral and ethical awareness through introspection, objectivity, big-picture thinking, an internal locus of control, the personal
courage to act and having internalised the necessary values to support ethical business practices.
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show self-insight
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awareness of values
sense of personal purpose
uphold moral and ethical standards
principled and compliant
take responsibility for choices and decisions
learn from mistakes
conscientious and self-disciplined
honest and transparent
professional and self-controlled
non-defensive
act as a role model
show resilience
willing to make unpopular decisions
refrain from involvement in organisational politics
approachable
ensure positive customer experience
accept cultural diversity



Interpersonal applied at Tactical strategy



Networking and relationship building applied at Tactical strategy
 Showing the tendency to connect with others and to express genuine interest, interpersonal warmth, tact, diplomacy, professionalism and
respect.
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cultivate relationships and networks
put others at ease
show genuine interest in others
maintain positive relationships
build relationships of mutual trust
capitalise on networks to identify opportunities and achieve work-related goals
show tact and diplomacy
show conflict resolution skills
maintain objectivity and fairness in people decisions
show interpersonal adaptability and flexibility
generous in recognising others for their contributions
show a collaborative approach
connect informally with influential others
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SECTION 10

Final comments
The CPP, VO and MP are psychological assessments developed and distributed by Cognadev UK. More information is
available on our website:
http://www.cognadev.com

Disclaimer:
This report should be used for the intended purpose of the assessment only and should not be used for any additional
purposes. Full CPP, VO and MP reports, which are more comprehensive than this integrated competency report, can be
provided by Cognadev.
The different psychometric assessments have different validity periods, but this integrated report is valid for 12 months.
This report was generated automatically by Cognadev with the intention that it is checked and corrected by a psychology
professional. Due consideration should be given to limitations related to the interpretation and application of the results.
The validity of each report or the integrated report may also have been affected by factors related to the administration of
the assessments, external circumstances and the candidate’s motivation or general state of mind at the times of
assessment. The results in this report should not be viewed in isolation, but always integrated with impressions from
interviews, track record and biographical information. Cognadev accepts no liability, of any kind, for the consequences of
using this report.
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